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All 7s Starting F- 

FABBEST ABBEFST FAB, fabulous (almost unbelievable) [adj] 

FABLERS ABEFLRS FABLER, one that fables (to compose or tell fictitious tales) [n] 

FABLIAU AABFILU short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n -X] 

FABLING ABFGILN FABLE, to compose or tell fictitious tales [v] 

FABRICS ABCFIRS FABRIC, woven, felted, or knitted material [n] 

FABULAR AABFLRU legendary [adj] 

FACADES AACDEFS FACADE, front of building [n] 

FACEOFF ACEFFFO action that starts hockey game [n -S] 

FACETED ACDEEFT FACET, to cut small plane surfaces on [v] 

FACIALS AACFILS FACIAL, treatment for face [n] 

FACIEND ACDEFIN number to be multiplied by another [n -S] 

FACINGS ACFGINS FACING, lining at edge of garment [n] 

FACTFUL ACFFLTU FACT, something known with certainty [adj] 

FACTICE ACCEFIT rubber-like material [n -S] 

FACTION ACFINOT clique within larger group [n -S] 

FACTOID ACDFIOT brief news item [n -S] 

FACTORS ACFORST FACTOR, to express as product of two or more quantities [v] 

FACTORY ACFORTY building or group of buildings in which goods are manufactured [n -RIES] 

FACTUAL AACFLTU pertaining to facts (something known with certainty) [adj] 

FACTUMS ACFMSTU FACTUM, statement of facts of case being appealed [n] 

FACTURE ACEFRTU act of making something [n -S] 

FACULAE AACEFLU FACULA, unusually bright spot on sun's surface [n] 

FACULAR AACFLRU FACULA, unusually bright spot on sun's surface [adj] 

FACULTY ACFLTUY inherent power or ability [n -TIES] 

FADABLE AABDEFL capable of fading [adj] 

FADDIER ADDEFIR FADDY, faddish (inclined to take up fads) [adj] 

FADDISH ADDFHIS inclined to take up fads [adj] 

FADDISM ADDFIMS inclination to take up fads [n -S] 

FADDIST ADDFIST faddish person [n -S] 

FADEDLY ADDEFLY FADE, to lose color or brightness [adv] 

FADEINS ADEFINS FADEIN, gradual increase in brightness of image [n] 

FADEOUT ADEFOTU gradual disappearance of image [n -S] 

FADGING ADFGGIN FADGE, to succeed (to accomplish something desired or intended) [v] 

FADINGS ADFGINS FADING, Irish dance [n] 

FADLIKE ADEFIKL resembling fad (practice or interest that enjoys brief popularity) [adj] 

FAERIES AEEFIRS FAERIE, fairy (imaginary supernatural being) [n] / FAERY [n] 

FAFFING AFFFGIN FAFF, to make fuss [v] 

FAGGING AFGGGIN FAG, to make weary by hard work [v] 

FAGGOTS AFGGOST FAGGOT, to fagot (to bind together into bundle) [v] 

FAGOTED ADEFGOT FAGOT, to bind together into bundle [v] 

FAGOTER AEFGORT one that fagots (to bind together into bundle) [n -S] 

FAIENCE ACEEFIN variety of glazed pottery [n -S] 

FAILING AFGIILN FAIL, to be unsuccessful in attempt [v] / minor fault or weakness [n -S] 

FAILLES AEFILLS FAILLE, woven fabric [n] 

FAILURE AEFILRU act of failing (to be unsuccessful in attempt) [n -S] 
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FAINEST AEFINST FAIN, glad (feeling pleasure) [adj] 

FAINTED ADEFINT FAINT, to lose consciousness [v] 

FAINTER AEFINRT FAINT, lacking strength or vigor [adj] / one that faints (to lose consciousness) [n -S] 

FAINTLY AFILNTY in faint (lacking strength or vigor) manner [adv] 

FAIREST AEFIRST FAIR, free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice [adj] 

FAIRIER AEFIIRR FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling fairy [adj] 

FAIRIES AEFIIRS FAIRY, imaginary supernatural being [n] 

FAIRING AFGIINR FAIR, to make smooth [v] / structure on aircraft serving to reduce drag [n -S] 

FAIRISH AFHIIRS moderately good [adj] 

FAIRWAY AAFIRWY mowed part of golf course between tee and green [n -S] 

FAITHED ADEFHIT FAITH, to believe or trust [v] 

FAITOUR AFIORTU impostor (one that poses as another for deceptive purposes) [n -S] 

FAJITAS AAFIJST FAJITA, marinated and grilled beef, chicken, or shrimp served with flour tortilla [n] 

FAKEERS AEEFKRS FAKEER, fakir (Hindu ascetic) [n] 

FALAFEL AAEFFLL ground spiced vegetables formed into patties [n -S] 

FALBALA AAABFLL trimming for woman's garment [n -S] 

FALCATE AACEFLT curved and tapering to point [adj] 

FALCONS ACFLNOS FALCON, bird of prey [n] 

FALLACY AACFLLY false idea [n -CIES] 

FALLALS AAFLLLS FALLAL, showy article of dress [n] 

FALLERS AEFLLRS FALLER, one that falls (to descend under force of gravity) [n] 

FALLING AFGILLN FALL, to descend under force of gravity [v] / felling of trees for timber [n -S] 

FALLOFF AFFFLLO decline in quantity or quality [n -S] 

FALLOUT AFLLOTU radioactive debris resulting from nuclear explosion [n -S] 

FALLOWS AFLLOSW FALLOW, to plow and leave unseeded [v] 

FALSELY AEFLLSY FALSE, contrary to truth or fact [adv] 

FALSEST AEFLSST FALSE, contrary to truth or fact [adj] 

FALSIES AEFILSS FALSIE, pad worn within brassiere [n] 

FALSIFY AFFILSY to represent falsely [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

FALSITY AFILSTY something false [n -TIES] 

FALTERS AEFLRST FALTER, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

FAMINES AEFIMNS FAMINE, widespread scarcity of food [n] 

FAMULUS AFLMSUU servant or attendant [n -LI] 

FANATIC AACFINT zealot (one who is zealous) [n -S] 

FANBOYS ABFNOSY FANBOY, male who is enthusiastic devotee of something [n] 

FANCIED ACDEFIN FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

FANCIER ACEFINR FANCY, ornamental [adj] / one that has special liking for something [n -S] 

FANCIES ACEFINS FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

FANCIFY ACFFINY to make fancy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

FANCILY ACFILNY FANCY, ornamental [adv] 

FANDOMS ADFMNOS FANDOM, aggregate of enthusiastic devotees [n] 

FANEGAS AAEFGNS FANEGA, Spanish unit of dry measure [n] 

FANFARE AAEFFNR short, lively musical flourish [n -S] 

FANFICS ACFFINS FANFIC, fiction written by fans of admired work [n] 

FANFOLD ADFFLNO to fold paper like fan [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FANGIRL AFGILNR female who is enthusiastic devotee of something [n -S] 
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FANIONS AFINNOS FANION, small flag [n] 

FANJETS AEFJNST FANJET, type of jet engine [n] 

FANLIKE AEFIKLN resembling fan [adj] 

FANNERS AEFNNRS FANNER, one that fans (to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion)) [n] 

FANNIES AEFINNS FANNY, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] 

FANNING AFGINNN FAN, to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion) [v] 

FANTAIL AAFILNT fan-shaped tail or end [n -S] 

FANTASM AAFMNST phantasm (creation of imagination) [n -S] 

FANTAST AAFNSTT impractical person [n -S] 

FANTASY AAFNSTY to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

FANTODS ADFNOST FANTOD, emotional outburst [n] 

FANTOMS AFMNOST FANTOM, phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n] 

FANWISE AEFINSW spread out like open fan [adj] 

FANWORT AFNORTW aquatic plant [n -S] 

FANZINE AEFINNZ magazine written by and for enthusiastic devotees [n -S] 

FAQUIRS AFIQRSU FAQUIR, fakir (Hindu ascetic) [n] 

FARADAY AAADFRY unit of electricity [n -S] 

FARADIC AACDFIR pertaining to type of electric current [adj] 

FARAWAY AAAFRWY distant (far off or apart) [adj] 

FARCERS ACEFRRS FARCER, farceur (joker (one that jokes (joke))) [n] 

FARCEUR ACEFRRU joker (one that jokes (to say something amusing)) [n -S] 

FARCIES ACEFIRS FARCY, disease of horses [n] 

FARCING ACFGINR FARCE, to fill out with witty material [v] 

FARDELS ADEFLRS FARDEL, bundle [n] 

FARDING ADFGINR FARD, to apply cosmetics to [v] 

FAREBOX ABEFORX receptacle for fares on bus [n -ES] 

FARFALS AAFFLRS FARFAL, farfel (noodles in form of small pellets or granules) [n] 

FARFELS AEFFLRS FARFEL, noodles in form of small pellets or granules [n] 

FARINAS AAFINRS FARINA, fine meal made from cereal grain [n] 

FARINHA AAFHINR meal made from root of cassava [n -S] 

FARMERS AEFMRRS FARMER, one that farms (to manage and cultivate as farm (tract of land devoted to agriculture)) [n] 

FARMING AFGIMNR business of operating farm [n -S] / FARM, to manage and cultivate as farm (tract of land devoted to agriculture) [v] 

FARNESS AEFNRSS state of being far off or apart [n -ES] 

FARRAGO AAFGORR confused mixture [n -ES, -S] 

FARRIER AEFIRRR one that shoes horses [n -S] 

FARROWS AFORRSW FARROW, to give birth to litter of pigs [v] 

FARSIDE ADEFIRS farther side [n -S] 

FARTHER AEFHRRT FAR [adj] / FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 

FARTING AFGINRT FART, offensive word [v] 

FARTLEK AEFKLRT athletic training technique [n -S] 

FASCIAE AACEFIS FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [n] 

FASCIAL AACFILS FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [adj] 

FASCIAS AACFISS FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [n] 

FASCINE ACEFINS bundle of sticks used in building fortifications [n -S] 

FASCISM ACFIMSS oppressive political system [n -S] 

FASCIST ACFISST advocate of fascism [n -S] 
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FASHING AFGHINS FASH, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

FASHION AFHINOS to give particular shape or form to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FASTENS AEFNSST FASTEN, to secure (to make firm or tight) [v] 

FASTEST AEFSSTT FAST, moving or able to move quickly [adj] 

FASTING AFGINST abstention from eating [n -S] / FAST, to abstain from eating [v] 

FATALLY AAFLLTY in fatal (causing or capable of causing death) manner [adv] 

FATBACK AABCFKT marine fish [n -S] 

FATBERG ABEFGRT large mass of fat in sewer [n -S] 

FATBIRD ABDFIRT wading bird [n -S] 

FATEFUL AEFFLTU decisively important [adj] 

FATHEAD AADEFHT dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

FATHERS AEFHRST FATHER, to cause to exist [v] 

FATHOMS AFHMOST FATHOM, to understand (to grasp mentally) [v] 

FATIDIC ACDFIIT pertaining to prophecy (prediction) [adj] 

FATIGUE AEFGITU to weary (to make or become weary) [v -D, -UING, -S]  

FATLESS AEFLSST having no fat [adj] 

FATLIKE AEFIKLT resembling fat [adj] 

FATLING AFGILNT young animal fattened for slaughter [n -S] 

FATNESS AEFNSST state of being fat (having abundance of flesh) [n -ES] 

FATSOES AEFOSST FATSO, offensive word [n] 

FATTENS AEFNSTT FATTEN, to make fat [v] 

FATTEST AEFSTTT FAT, having abundance of flesh [adj] 

FATTIER AEFIRTT FATTY, greasy; oily [adj] 

FATTIES AEFISTT FATTY, one that is fat [n] 

FATTILY AFILTTY in fatty (greasy; oily) manner [adv] 

FATTING AFGINTT FAT, to make fat [v] 

FATTISH AFHISTT somewhat fat [adj] 

FATUITY AFITTUY something foolish or stupid [n -TIES] 

FATUOUS AFOSTUU smugly stupid [adj] 

FATWOOD ADFOOTW wood used for kindling [n -S] 

FAUCALS AACFLSU FAUCAL, sound produced in fauces [n] 

FAUCETS ACEFSTU FAUCET, device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe [n] 

FAUCIAL AACFILU pertaining to fauces (passage from mouth to pharynx) [adj] 

FAULTED ADEFLTU FAULT, to criticize [v] 

FAUNIST AFINSTU specialist on faunas [n -S] 

FAUVISM AFIMSUV movement in painting [n -S] 

FAUVIST AFISTUV advocate of fauvism [n -S] 

FAVELAS AAEFLSV FAVELA, slum area [n] 

FAVELLA AAEFLLV favela (slum area) [n -S] 

FAVISMS AFIMSSV FAVISM, acute anemia [n] 

FAVORED ADEFORV FAVOR, to regard with approval [v] 

FAVORER AEFORRV one that favors (to regard with approval) [n -S] 

FAVOURS AFORSUV FAVOUR, to favor (to regard with approval) [v] 

FAVUSES AEFSSUV FAVUS, skin disease [n] 

FAWNERS AEFNRSW FAWNER, one that fawns (to seek notice or favor by servile demeanor) [n] 

FAWNIER AEFINRW FAWNY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 
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FAWNING AFGINNW FAWN, to seek notice or favor by servile demeanor [v] 

FAXABLE AABEFLX FAX, to transmit and reproduce by electronic means [adj] 

FAZENDA AADEFNZ Brazilian plantation [n -S] 

FEARERS AEEFRRS FEARER, one that fears (to be afraid of) [n] 

FEARFUL AEFFLRU afraid (filled with apprehension) [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

FEARING AEFGINR FEAR, to be afraid of [v] 

FEASING AEFGINS FEASE, to faze (to disturb composure of) [v] 

FEASTED ADEEFST FEAST, to eat sumptuously [v] 

FEASTER AEEFRST one that feasts (to eat sumptuously) [n -S] 

FEATEST AEEFSTT FEAT, skillful (having skill) [adj] 

FEATHER AEEFHRT to cover with feathers (horny structures that form principal covering of birds) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FEATURE AEEFRTU to give special prominence to [v -D, -RING, -S] 

FEAZING AEFGINZ FEAZE, to faze (to disturb composure of) [v] 

FEBRILE BEEFILR feverish (having fever) [adj] 

FECESES CEEEFSS FECES, bodily waste discharged through anus [n] 

FECIALS ACEFILS FECIAL, fetial (priest of ancient Rome) [n] 

FECULAE ACEEFLU FECULA, fecal matter [n] 

FEDAYEE ADEEEFY Arab commando [n -N] 

FEDERAL ADEEFLR supporter of type of central government [n -S] 

FEDEXED DDEEEFX FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v] 

FEDEXES DEEEFSX FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v] 

FEDORAS ADEFORS FEDORA, type of hat [n] 

FEEBLER BEEEFLR FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength) [adj] 

FEEDBAG ABDEEFG bag for feeding horses [n -S] 

FEEDBOX BDEEFOX box for animal feed [n -ES] 

FEEDERS DEEEFRS FEEDER, one that feeds (to pay fee (fixed charge) to) [n] 

FEEDING DEEFGIN act of giving food to person or animal [n -S] / FEED, FEE, to pay fee (fixed charge) to [v] 

FEEDLOT DEEFLOT plot of land on which livestock is fattened [n -S] 

FEELERS EEEFLRS FEELER, tactile organ [n] 

FEELESS EEEFLSS requiring no fee [adj] 

FEELING EEFGILN FEEL, to perceive through sense of touch [v] / function or power of perceiving by touch [n -S] 

FEEZING EEFGINZ FEEZE, to faze (to disturb composure of) [v] 

FEIGNED DEEFGIN FEIGN, to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of) [v] 

FEIGNER EEFGINR one that feigns (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [n -S] 

FEIJOAS AEFIJOS FEIJOA, green edible fruit [n] 

FEINTED DEEFINT FEINT, to make deceptive movement [v] 

FELAFEL AEEFFLL falafel (ground spiced vegetables formed into patties) [n -S] 

FELINES EEFILNS FELINE, animal of cat family [n] 

FELLAHS AEFHLLS FELLAH, peasant or laborer in Arab countries [n] 

FELLATE AEEFLLT to perform fellatio [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FELLERS EEFLLRS FELLER, one that fells (to descend under force of gravity) [n] 

FELLEST EEFLLST FELL, cruel (indifferent to pain of others) [adj] 

FELLIES EEFILLS FELLY, felloe (rim of wheel) [n] 

FELLING EFGILLN FELL, FALL, to descend under force of gravity [v] 

FELLOES EEFLLOS FELLOE, rim of wheel [n] 

FELLOWS EFLLOSW FELLOW, to produce equal to [v] 
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FELONRY EFLNORY whole class of felons [n -RIES] 

FELSITE EEFILST igneous rock [n -S]  

FELSPAR AEFLPRS feldspar (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

FELTIER EEFILRT FELTY, resembling cloth made from wool [adj] 

FELTING EFGILNT FELT, FEEL, to perceive through sense of touch [v] / felted material [n -S] 

FELUCCA ACCEFLU swift sailing vessel [n -S] 

FELWORT EFLORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

FEMALES AEEFLMS FEMALE, individual that bears young or produces ova [n] 

FEMINIE EEFIIMN women collectively [n FEMINIE] 

FEMORAL AEFLMOR pertaining to femur (bone of leg) [adj] 

FENAGLE AEEFGLN to finagle (to obtain by trickery) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FENCERS CEEFNRS FENCER, one that fences (to practice art of fencing) [n] 

FENCING CEFGINN art of using sword in attack and defense [n -S] / FENCE, to practice art of fencing [v] 

FENDERS DEEFNRS FENDER, metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle [n] 

FENDING DEFGINN FEND, to ward off [v] 

FENINGA AEFGINN FENING, monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n]  

FENINGS EFGINNS FENING, monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] 

FENLAND ADEFLNN marshy ground [n -s] 

FENNECS CEEFNNS FENNEC, African fox [n] 

FENNELS EEFLNNS FENNEL, perennial herb [n] 

FENNIER EEFINNR FENNY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

FENNING EFGINNN monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] 

FENURON EFNNORU herbicide [n -S] 

FEODARY ADEFORY vassal (person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance) [n -RIES] 

FEOFFED DEEFFFO FEOFF, to grant fief to [v] 

FEOFFEE EEEFFFO one to whom fief is granted [n -S] 

FEOFFER EEFFFOR one that grants fief to another [n -S] 

FEOFFOR EFFFOOR feoffer (one that grants fief to another) [n -S] 

FERBAMS ABEFMRS FERBAM, fungicide [n] 

FERLIES EEFILRS FERLIE, strange sight [n] / FERLY [n] 

FERMATA AAEFMRT sustaining of musical note, chord, or rest beyond its written time value [n -S, -TE] 

FERMATE AEEFMRT FERMATA, sustaining of musical note, chord, or rest beyond its written time value [n] 

FERMENT EEFMNRT to undergo type of chemical reaction [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FERMION EFIMNOR type of atomic particle [n -S] 

FERMIUM EFIMMRU radioactive element [n -S] 

FERNERY EEFNRRY place in which ferns are grown [n -RIES] 

FERNIER EEFINRR FERNY, abounding in ferns [adj] 

FERRATE AEEFRRT chemical salt [n -S] 

FERRELS EEFLRRS FERREL, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FERRETS EEFRRST FERRET, to search out by careful investigation [v] 

FERRETY EEFRRTY suggestive of ferret (polecat) [adj] 

FERRIED DEEFIRR FERRY, to transport by ferry (type of boat) [v] 

FERRIES EEFIRRS FERRY, to transport by ferry (type of boat) [v] 

FERRITE EEFIRRT magnetic substance [n -S]] 

FERROUS EFORRSU pertaining to iron [adj] 

FERRULE EEFLRRU to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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FERRUMS EFMRRSU FERRUM, iron [n] 

FERTILE EEFILRT capable of reproducing [adj] 

FERULAE AEEFLRU FERULA, flat piece of wood [n] 

FERULAS AEFLRSU FERULA, flat piece of wood [n] 

FERULED DEEFLRU FERULE, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FERULES EEFLRSU FERULE, to ferrule (to furnish with metal ring or cap to prevent splitting) [v] 

FERVENT EEFNRTV marked by fervor [adj] 

FERVORS EFORRSV FERVOR, great warmth or intensity [n] 

FERVOUR EFORRUV fervor (great warmth or intensity) [n -S] 

FESCUES CEEFSSU FESCUE, perennial grass [n] 

FESSING EFGINSS FESS, to confess (to acknowledge or disclose) [v] 

FESTERS EEFRSST FESTER, to generate pus [v] 

FESTIVE EEFISTV FESTIVITY [n] / of or befitting festival [adj] 

FESTOON EFNOOST to hang decorative chains or strips on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FETCHED CDEEFHT FETCH, to go after and bring back [v] 

FETCHER CEEFHRT one that fetches (to go after and bring back) [n -S] 

FETCHES CEEFHST FETCH, to go after and bring back [v] 

FETIALS AEFILST FETIAL, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FETIDLY DEFILTY FETID, having offensive odor [adv] 

FETLOCK CEFKLOT joint of horse's leg [n -S] 

FETTERS EEFRSTT FETTER, to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [v] 

FETTING EFGINTT FET, to fetch (to go after and bring back) [v] 

FETTLED DEEFLTT FETTLE, to cover hearth of with fettling [v] 

FETTLER EEFLRTT one who fettles [n -S] 

FETTLES EEFLSTT FETTLE, to cover hearth of with fettling [v] 

FETUSES EEFSSTU FETUS, unborn organism carried within womb in later stages of its development [n] 

FEUDARY ADEFRUY vassal (person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance) [n -RIES] 

FEUDING DEFGINU FEUD, to engage in feud (bitter, continuous hostility) [v] 

FEUDIST DEFISTU one that feuds (to engage in feud (bitter, continuous hostility)) [n -S] 

FEVERED DEEEFRV FEVER, to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature) [v] 

FEWNESS EEFNSSW state of being few (amounting to or consisting of small number) [n -ES] 

FEYNESS EEFNSSY state of being fey (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [n -ES] 

FIACRES ACEFIRS FIACRE, small carriage [n] 

FIANCEE ACEEFIN woman engaged to be married [n -S] 

FIANCES ACEFINS FIANCE, man engaged to be married [n] 

FIASCHI ACFHIIS FIASCO, complete failure [n] 

FIASCOS ACFIOSS FIASCO, complete failure [n] 

FIBBERS BBEFIRS FIBBER, one that fibs (to tell trivial lie) [n] 

FIBBING BBFGIIN FIB, to tell trivial lie [v] 

FIBERED BDEEFIR FIBER, thread or threadlike object or structure [adj] 

FIBRATE ABEFIRT lipid regulator [n -S]  

FIBRILS BFIILRS FIBRIL, small fiber [n] 

FIBRINS BFIINRS FIBRIN, insoluble protein [n] 

FIBROID BDFIIOR fibroma (benign tumor composed of fibrous tissue) [n -S] 

FIBROIN BFIINOR insoluble protein [n -S] 

FIBROMA ABFIMOR benign tumor composed of fibrous tissue [n -S, -TA] 
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FIBROUS BFIORSU containing, consisting of, or resembling fibers [adj] 

FIBSTER BEFIRST one that fibs (to tell trivial lie) [n -S] 

FIBULAE ABEFILU FIBULA, bone of leg [n] 

FIBULAR ABFILRU FIBULA, bone of leg [adj] 

FIBULAS ABFILSU FIBULA, bone of leg [n] 

FICKLER CEFIKLR FICKLE, not constant or loyal [adj] 

FICTILE CEFIILT moldable (to work into particular shape) [adj] 

FICTION CFIINOT literary work whose content is produced by imagination [n -S] 

FICTIVE CEFIITV imaginary [adj] 

FICUSES CEFISSU FICUS, tropical tree [n] 

FIDDLED DDDEFIL FIDDLE, to play violin [v] 

FIDDLER DDEFILR one that fiddles (to play violin) [n -S] 

FIDDLES DDEFILS FIDDLE, to play violin [v] 

FIDEISM DEFIIMS reliance on faith rather than reason [n -S] 

FIDEIST DEFIIST believer in fideism [n -S] 

FIDGETS DEFGIST FIDGET, to move nervously or restlessly [v] 

FIDGETY DEFGITY nervously restless [adj] 

FIDGING DFGGIIN FIDGE, to fidget (to move nervously or restlessly) [v] 

FIEFDOM DEFFIMO fief (feudal estate) [n -S] 

FIELDED DDEEFIL FIELD, to play as fielder [v] 

FIELDER DEEFILR one that catches or picks up ball in play [n -S] 

FIERCER CEEFIRR FIERCE, violently hostile or aggressive [adj] 

FIERIER EEFIIRR FIERY, intensely hot [adj] 

FIERILY EFIILRY FIERY, intensely hot [adv] 

FIESTAS AEFISST FIESTA, festival (day or time of celebration) [n] 

FIFTEEN EEFFINT number [n -S] 

FIFTHLY FFHILTY in fifth place [adv] 

FIFTIES EFFIIST FIFTY, number [n] 

FIGGING FGGGIIN FIG, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

FIGHTER EFGHIRT one that fights (to attempt to defeat adversary) [n -S] 

FIGMENT EFGIMNT product of mental invention [n -S] 

FIGTREE EEFGIRT tree that bears figs (soft, sweet dark fruits) [n -S] 

FIGURAL AFGILRU consisting of human or animal form [adj] 

FIGURED DEFGIRU FIGURE, to compute (to calculate) [v] 

FIGURER EFGIRRU one that figures (to compute (to calculate)) [n -S] 

FIGURES EFGIRSU FIGURE, to compute (to calculate) [v] 

FIGWORT FGIORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

FILAREE AEEFILR European weed [n -S] 

FILARIA AAFIILR parasitic worm [n -E] 

FILBERT BEFILRT edible nut of European shrub [n -S] 

FILCHED CDEFHIL FILCH, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

FILCHER CEFHILR one that filches (to steal (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

FILCHES CEFHILS FILCH, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

FILEMOT EFILMOT of brownish yellow color [adj] 

FILETED DEEFILT FILET, to fillet (to cut boneless slices from) [v] 

FILIATE AEFIILT to bring into close association [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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FILIBEG BEFGIIL pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders [n -S] 

FILINGS FGIILNS FILING, particle removed by file [n] 

FILLERS EFILLRS FILLER, one that fills (to put as much as can be held into) [n] 

FILLETS EFILLST FILLET, to cut boneless slices from [v] 

FILLIES EFIILLS FILLY, young female horse [n] 

FILLING FGIILLN FILL, to put as much as can be held into [v] / that which is used to fill something [n -S] 

FILLIPS FIILLPS FILLIP, to strike sharply [v] 

FILMDOM DFILMMO motion-picture industry [n -S] 

FILMERS EFILMRS FILMER, one that films (to make motion picture) [n] 

FILMIER EFIILMR FILMY, resembling or covered with film; hazy [adj] 

FILMILY FIILLMY in filmy (resembling or covered with film; hazy) manner [adv] 

FILMING FGIILMN FILM, to make motion picture [v] 

FILMSET EFILMST to photoset (to prepare for printing by photographic means) [v FILMSET, -ING, -S] 

FILTERS EFILRST FILTER, to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter) [v] 

FIMBLES BEFILMS FIMBLE, male hemp plant [n] 

FIMBRIA ABFIIMR fringe or fringe-like structure [n -E] 

FINABLE ABEFILN subject to payment of fine [adj] 

FINAGLE AEFGILN to obtain by trickery [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FINALES AEFILNS FINALE, close or termination of something [n] / FINALIS, type of tone in medieval music [n] 

FINALIS AFIILNS type of tone in medieval music [n -LES] 

FINALLY AFILLNY at end [adv] 

FINANCE ACEFINN to supply money for [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FINBACK ABCFIKN rorqual (large whale) [n -S] 

FINCHES CEFHINS FINCH, small bird [n] 

FINDERS DEFINRS FINDER, one that finds (to come upon after search) [n] 

FINDING DFGIINN FIND, to come upon after search [v] / something that is found [n -S] 

FINESSE EEFINSS to bring about by adroit maneuvering [v -D, -SSING, -S] 

FINESTS EFINSST FINEST, police of specified city [n] 

FINFISH FFHIINS true fish [n -ES] 

FINFOOT FFINOOT aquatic bird [n -S] 

FINGERS EFGINRS FINGER, to touch with fingers (terminating members of hand) [v] 

FINIALS AFIILNS FINIAL, crowning ornament [n] 

FINICAL ACFIILN finicky (difficult to please) [adj] 

FINICKY CFIIKNY difficult to please [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

FINIKIN FIIIKNN finicky (difficult to please) [adj] 

FININGS FGIINNS FINING, clarifying of wines [n] 

FINISES EFIINSS FINIS, end [n] 

FINITES EFIINST FINITE, something that is finite (having definite limits) [n] 

FINKING FGIIKNN FINK, to inform to police [v] 

FINLESS EFILNSS having no fins [adj] 

FINLIKE EFIIKLN resembling fin [adj] 

FINMARK AFIKMNR former monetary unit of Finland [n -S] 

FINNANS AFINNNS FINNAN, smoked haddock [n] 

FINNIER EFIINNR FINNY, having or characterized by fins [adj] 

FINNING FGIINNN FIN, to equip with fins (external paddle-like structures) [v] 

FINTECH CEFHINT emergent technology used in financial sector [n -S] 
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FIPPLES EFILPPS FIPPLE, plug of wood at mouth of certain wind instruments [n] 

FIREARM AEFIMRR weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder [n -S] 

FIREBOX BEFIORX chamber in which fuel is burned [n -ES] 

FIREBUG BEFGIRU arsonist (one that commits arson) [n -S] 

FIREDOG DEFGIOR andiron (metal support for holding wood in fireplace) [n -S] 

FIREFLY EFFILRY luminous insect [n -LIES] 

FIRELIT EFIILRT lighted by firelight [adj] 

FIREMAN AEFIMNR man employed to extinguish fires [n -MEN] 

FIREMEN EEFIMNR FIREMAN, man employed to extinguish fires [n] 

FIREPAN AEFINPR open pan for holding live coals [n -S] 

FIREPIT EFIIPRT depression dug in ground in which fire is made [n -S] 

FIREPOT EFIOPRT clay pot filled with burning items [n -S] 

FIRINGS FGIINRS FIRING, process of maturing ceramic products by heat [n] 

FIRKINS FIIKNRS FIRKIN, British unit of capacity [n] 

FIRMANS AFIMNRS FIRMAN, edict issued by Middle Eastern sovereign [n] 

FIRMERS EFIMRRS FIRMER, woodworking tool [n] 

FIRMEST EFIMRST FIRM, unyielding to pressure [adj] 

FIRMING FGIIMNR FIRM, to make firm [v] 

FIRRIER EFIIRRR FIRRY, abounding in firs [adj] 

FIRSTLY FILRSTY before all others [adv] 

FISCALS ACFILSS FISCAL, public prosecutor [n] 

FISHERS EFHIRSS FISHER, one that fishes (to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates)) [n] 

FISHERY EFHIRSY place for catching fish [n -RIES] 

FISHEYE EEFHISY suspicious stare [n -S] 

FISHGIG FGGHIIS pronged implement for spearing fish [n -S] 

FISHIER EFHIIRS FISHY, of or resembling fish [adj] 

FISHILY FHIILSY in fishy (of or resembling fish) manner [adv] 

FISHING FGHIINS FISH, to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates) [v] / occupation or pastime of catching fish [n -S] 

FISHNET EFHINST net for catching fish [n -S] 

FISHWAY AFHISWY device for enabling fish to pass around dam [n -S] 

FISSATE AEFISST deeply split [adj] 

FISSILE EFIILSS capable of being split [adj] 

FISSION FIINOSS to split into parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FISSURE EFIRSSU to split (to separate lengthwise) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

FISTFUL FFILSTU handful (as much as hand can hold) [n -S] 

FISTING FGIINST FIST, to strike with fist (hand closed tightly) [v] / offensive word [n -S] 

FISTULA AFILSTU duct formed by imperfect closing of wound [n -E, -S] 

FITCHEE CEEFHIT fitchy (having arms ending in point -- used of heraldic cross) [adj] 

FITCHES CEFHIST FITCH, polecat (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

FITCHET CEFHITT fitch (polecat (carnivorous mammal)) [n -S] 

FITCHEW CEFHITW fitch (polecat (carnivorous mammal)) [n -S] 

FITMENT EFIMNTT equipment [n -S] 

FITNESS EFINSST state of being fit (healthy (having good health)) [n -ES] 

FITTERS EFIRSTT FITTER, one that fits (to bring to required form and size) [n] 

FITTEST EFISTTT FIT, healthy (having good health) [adj] 

FITTING FGIINTT FIT, to bring to required form and size [v] / small often standardized accessory part [n -S] 
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FIXABLE ABEFILX FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition) [adj] 

FIXATED ADEFITX FIXATE, to make stable or stationary [v] 

FIXATES AEFISTX FIXATE, to make stable or stationary [v] 

FIXATIF AFFIITX fixative (substance for preserving paintings or drawings) [n -S] 

FIXEDLY DEFILXY firmly (in firm (unyielding to pressure) manner) [adv] 

FIXINGS FGIINSX accompaniments to main dish of meal [n -S] 

FIXTURE EFIRTUX permanent part or appendage of house [n -S] 

FIXURES EFIRSUX FIXURE, firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure)) [n] 

FIZGIGS FGGIISZ FIZGIG, fishgig (pronged implement for spearing fish) [n] 

FIZZERS EFIRSZZ FIZZER, one that fizzes (to make hissing or sputtering sound) [n] 

FIZZIER EFIIRZZ FIZZY, fizzing [adj] 

FIZZILY FIILYZZ FIZZY, fizzing [adv] 

FIZZING FGIINZZ FIZZ, to make hissing or sputtering sound [v] 

FIZZLED DEFILZZ FIZZLE, to fizz (to make hissing or sputtering sound) [v] 

FIZZLES EFILSZZ FIZZLE, to fizz (to make hissing or sputtering sound) [v] 

FJORDIC CDFIJOR FJORD, narrow inlet of sea between steep cliffs [adj] 

FLACCID ACCDFIL lacking firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure)) [adj] 

FLACKED ACDEFKL FLACK, to work as press agent [v] 

FLACONS ACFLNOS FLACON, small stoppered bottle [n] 

FLAGGED ADEFGGL FLAG, to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol) [v] 

FLAGGER AEFGGLR one that flags (to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol)) [n -S] 

FLAGMAN AAFGLMN one who carries flag [n -MEN] 

FLAGMEN AEFGLMN FLAGMAN, one who carries flag [n] 

FLAGONS AFGLNOS FLAGON, large bulging bottle [n] 

FLAILED ADEFILL FLAIL, to swing freely [v] 

FLAKERS AEFKLRS FLAKER, one that flakes (to peel off in flakes (flat, thin pieces)) [n] 

FLAKIER AEFIKLR FLAKEY, flaky (resembling flakes (antiaircraft fire)) [adj] / FLAKY [adj] 

FLAKILY AFIKLLY FLAKY, resembling flakes [adv] 

FLAKING AFGIKLN FLAKE, to peel off in flakes (flat, thin pieces) [v] 

FLAMBEE ABEEFLM flaming [adj] 

FLAMBES ABEFLMS FLAMBE, to douse with liqueur and ignite [v] 

FLAMENS AEFLMNS FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FLAMERS AEFLMRS FLAMER, one that flames (to burn brightly) [n] 

FLAMIER AEFILMR FLAMY, flaming [adj] 

FLAMING AFGILMN FLAME, to burn brightly [v] 

FLAMMED ADEFLMM FLAM, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

FLANEUR AEFLNRU idler (one that idles (to pass time idly)) [n -S] 

FLANGED ADEFGLN FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLANGER AEFGLNR one that flanges (to provide with protecting rim) [n -S] 

FLANGES AEFGLNS FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLANKED ADEFKLN FLANK, to be located at side of [v] 

FLANKEN AEFKLNN beef cut from sides that is boiled with vegetables [n FLANKEN] 

FLANKER AEFKLNR one that flanks (to be located at side of) [n -S] 

FLANNEL AEFLLNN to cover with flannel (soft fabric) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING -S] 

FLAPPED ADEFLPP FLAP, to wave up and down [v] 

FLAPPER AEFLPPR one that flaps (to wave up and down) [n -S] 
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FLAREUP AEFLPRU sudden outbreak [n -S] 

FLARING AFGILNR FLARE, to burn with bright, wavering light [v] 

FLASHED ADEFHLS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLASHER AEFHLRS one that flashes (to send forth sudden burst of light) [n -S] 

FLASHES AEFHLSS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLASKET AEFKLST small flask [n -S] 

FLATBED ABDEFLT type of truck or trailer [n -S] 

FLATCAP AACFLPT type of hat [n -S] 

FLATCAR AACFLRT railroad car without sides or roof [n -S] 

FLATLET AEFLLTT type of apartment (room or suite of rooms designed as residence and generally located in building occupied by more than one household) [n -S] 

FLATTED ADEFLTT FLAT, to flatten (to make or become flat) [v] 

FLATTEN AEFLNTT to make or become flat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLATTER AEFLRTT FLAT, having smooth or even surface [adj] / to praise excessively [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLATTIE AEFILTT flat-heeled shoe [n -S] 

FLATTOP AFLOPTT aircraft carrier [n -S] 

FLAUNTS AFLNSTU FLAUNT, to exhibit in gaudy manner [v] 

FLAUNTY AFLNTUY gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FLAUTAS AAFLSTU FLAUTA, tortilla rolled around filling and fried [n] 

FLAVEDO ADEFLOV part of citrus fruit containing zest [n -S] 

FLAVINE AEFILNV flavin (yellow pigment) [n -S] 

FLAVINS AFILNSV FLAVIN, yellow pigment [n] 

FLAVONE AEFLNOV chemical compound [n -S] 

FLAVORS AFLORSV FLAVOR, to give flavor (distinctive taste) to [v] 

FLAVORY AFLORVY full of flavor [adj] 

FLAVOUR AFLORUV to flavor (to give flavor (distinctive taste) to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLAWIER AEFILRW FLAWY, full of flaws [adj] 

FLAWING AFGILNW FLAW, to produce flaw (imperfection) in [v] 

FLAXIER AEFILRX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 

FLAYERS AEFLRSY FLAYER, one that flays (to strip off skin of) [n] 

FLAYING AFGILNY FLAY, to strip off skin of [v] 

FLEABAG AABEFGL inferior hotel [n -S] 

FLEAPIT AEFILPT run-down movie theater [n -S] 

FLECHES CEEFHLS FLECHE, steeple [n] 

FLECKED CDEEFKL FLECK, to mark with flecks (tiny streaks or spots) [v] 

FLEDGED DDEEFGL FLEDGE, to furnish with feathers [v] 

FLEDGES DEEFGLS FLEDGE, to furnish with feathers [v] 

FLEECED CDEEEFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S] 

FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEEING EEFGILN FLEE, to run away [v] 

FLEERED DEEEFLR FLEER, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

FLEETED DEEEFLT FLEET, to move swiftly [v] 

FLEETER EEEFLRT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

FLEETLY EEFLLTY FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adv] 

FLEHMEN EEFHLMN to inhale with mouth open and upper lip curled [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLEMISH EFHILMS to coil rope in certain manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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FLENSED DEEFLNS FLENSE, to strip blubber or skin from [v] 

FLENSER EEFLNRS one that flenses (to strip blubber or skin from) [n -S] 

FLENSES EEFLNSS FLENSE, to strip blubber or skin from [v] 

FLESHED DEEFHLS FLESH, to plunge into flesh (soft body tissue) [v] 

FLESHER EEFHLRS one that removes flesh from animal hides [n -S] 

FLESHES EEFHLSS FLESH, to plunge into flesh (soft body tissue) [v] 

FLESHLY EFHLLSY pertaining to body [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

FLEURON EFLNORU floral ornament [n -S] 

FLEXILE EEFILLX flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

FLEXING EFGILNX FLEX, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [v] 

FLEXION EFILNOX flection (act of bending (to curve)) [n -S] 

FLEXORS EFLORSX FLEXOR, muscle that serves to bend bodily part [n] 

FLEXURE EEFLRUX act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n -S] 

FLEYING EFGILNY FLEY, to frighten (to make afraid) [v] 

FLICKED CDEFIKL FLICK, to strike with quick, light blow [v] 

FLICKER CEFIKLR to move waveringly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLIGHTS FGHILST FLIGHT, to fly in flock [v] 

FLIGHTY FGHILTY fickle (not constant or loyal) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FLINDER DEFILNR small fragment [n -S] 

FLINGER EFGILNR one that flings (to throw with force) [n -S] 

FLINTED DEFILNT FLINT, to provide with flint (spark-producing rock) [v] 

FLIPPED DEFILPP FLIP, to throw with brisk motion [v] 

FLIPPER EFILPPR broad, flat limb adapted for swimming [n -S] / FLIP, flippant (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) [adj] 

FLIRTED DEFILRT FLIRT, to behave amorously without serious intent [v] 

FLIRTER EFILRRT one that flirts (to behave amorously without serious intent) [n -S] 

FLITING FGIILNT FLITE, to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute) [v] 

FLITTED DEFILTT FLIT, to move lightly and swiftly [v] 

FLITTER EFILRTT to flutter (to wave rapidly and irregularly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLIVVER EFILRVV old, battered car [n -S] 

FLOATED ADEFLOT FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid [v] 

FLOATEL AEFLLOT houseboat used as hotel [n -S] 

FLOATER AEFLORT one that floats (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

FLOCCED CCDEFLO FLOC, to aggregate into floccules [v] 

FLOCCUS CCFLOSU floccule (tuft-like mass) [n -CCI] 

FLOCKED CDEFKLO FLOCK, to gather or move in crowd [v] 

FLOGGED DEFGGLO FLOG, to beat with whip or rod [v] 

FLOGGER EFGGLOR one that flogs (to beat with whip or rod) [n -S] 

FLOKATI AFIKLOT Greek handwoven rug [n -S] 

FLOODED DDEFLOO FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

FLOODER DEFLOOR one that floods (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [n -S] 

FLOORED DEFLOOR FLOOR, to provide with floor (level base of room) [v] 

FLOORER EFLOORR one that floors (to provide with floor (level base of room)) [n -S] 

FLOOSIE EFILOOS floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FLOOZIE EFILOOZ floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FLOPPED DEFLOPP FLOP, to fall heavily and noisily [v] 

FLOPPER EFLOPPR one that flops (to fall heavily and noisily) [n -S] 
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FLORALS AFLLORS FLORAL, design having flowers [n] 

FLOREAT AEFLORT to wish that someone will flourish [v] 

FLORETS EFLORST FLORET, small flower [n] 

FLORINS FILNORS FLORIN, former gold coin of Europe [n] 

FLORIST FILORST grower or seller of flowers [n -S] 

FLORUIT FILORTU period of flourishing [n -S] 

FLOSSED DEFLOSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FLOSSER EFLORSS one that flosses (to clean between teeth with thread) [n -S] 

FLOSSES EFLOSSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FLOSSIE EFILOSS floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FLOTAGE AEFGLOT act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

FLOTELS EFLLOST FLOTEL, floatel (houseboat used as hotel) [n] 

FLOTSAM AFLMOST floating wreckage of ship or its cargo [n -S] 

FLOUNCE CEFLNOU to move with exaggerated motions [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FLOUNCY CFLNOUY flouncing [adj -CIER, -CIEST] 

FLOURED DEFLORU FLOUR, to cover with flour (finely ground meal of grain) [v] 

FLOUTED DEFLOTU FLOUT, to treat with contempt [v] 

FLOUTER EFLORTU one that flouts (to treat with contempt) [n -S] 

FLOWAGE AEFGLOW act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n -S] 

FLOWERS EFLORSW FLOWER, to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants) [v] 

FLOWERY EFLORWY abounding in flowers [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FLOWING FGILNOW FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along [v] 

FLUBBED BBDEFLU FLUB, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

FLUBBER BBEFLRU one that flubs (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n -S] 

FLUBDUB BBDFLUU pretentious nonsense [n -S] 

FLUENCY CEFLNUY quality of being fluent (spoken or written with effortless ease) [n -CIES] 

FLUERIC CEFILRU FLUERICS, fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [adj] 

FLUFFED DEFFFLU FLUFF, to make fluffy [v] 

FLUFFER EFFFLRU one that fluffs (to make fluffy) [n -S] 

FLUIDAL ADFILLU FLUID, substance that tends to flow [adj] 

FLUIDIC CDFIILU FLUIDICS, branch of mechanical engineering [adj] 

FLUIDLY DFILLUY with fluidity [adv] 

FLUKIER EFIKLRU FLUKEY, fluky (happening by or depending on chance) [adj] / FLUKY [adj] 

FLUKILY FIKLLUY FLUKY, happening by or depending on chance [adv] 

FLUKING FGIKLNU FLUKE, to obtain by chance [v] 

FLUMING FGILMNU FLUME, to convey by means of artificial water channel [v] 

FLUMMOX FLMMOUX to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

FLUMPED DEFLMPU FLUMP, to fall heavily [v] 

FLUNKED DEFKLNU FLUNK, to fail examination or course [v] 

FLUNKER EFKLNRU one that flunks (to fail examination or course) [n -S] 

FLUNKEY EFKLNUY flunky (servile follower) [n -S] 

FLUNKIE EFIKLNU flunky (servile follower) [n -S] 

FLUORIC CFILORU FLUOR, fluorite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [adj] 

FLUORID DFILORU fluoride (compound of fluorine) [n -S] 

FLUORIN FILNORU fluorine (gaseous element) [n -S] 

FLUSHED DEFHLSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 
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FLUSHER EFHLRSU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

FLUSHER EFHLRSU one that flushes (to blush (to become red)) [n -S] 

FLUSHES EFHLSSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FLUSTER EFLRSTU to put into state of nervous confusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLUTERS EFLRSTU FLUTER, flutist (one who plays flute) [n] 

FLUTIER EFILRTU FLUTEY, fluty (resembling flute in sound) [adj] / FLUTY, [adj] 

FLUTING FGILNTU FLUTE, to play on flute (woodwind instrument) [v] / series of parallel grooves [n -S]  

FLUTIST FILSTTU one who plays flute [n -S] 

FLUTTER EFLRTTU to wave rapidly and irregularly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLUVIAL AFILLUV pertaining to river (large, natural stream of water) [adj] 

FLUXING FGILNUX FLUX, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [v] 

FLUXION FILNOUX act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n -S] 

FLYABLE ABEFLLY suitable for flying [adj] 

FLYAWAY AAFLWYY one that is elusive [n -S] 

FLYBELT BEFLLTY area infested with tsetse flies [n -S] 

FLYBLEW BEFLLWY FLYBLOW, to taint (to touch or affect slightly with something bad) [v] 

FLYBLOW BFLLOWY to taint (to touch or affect slightly with something bad) [v LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

FLYBOAT ABFLOTY small, fast boat [n -S] 

FLYBOYS BFLOSYY FLYBOY, pilot in air force [n] 

FLYINGS FGILNSY FLYING, operation of aircraft [n] 

FLYLEAF AEFFLLY blank leaf at beginning or end of book [n -AVES] 

FLYLESS EFLLSSY free of flies (winged insects) [adj] 

FLYLINE EFILLNY type of line used in fly fishing [n -S] 

FLYOFFS FFFLOSY FLYOFF, competitive testing of model aircraft [n] 

FLYOVER EFLORVY flight of aircraft over specific location [n -S] 

FLYPAST AFLPSTY flyby (flight of aircraft close to specified place) [n -S] 

FLYTIER EFILRTY maker of fishing flies [n -S] 

FLYTING FGILNTY dispute in verse form [n -S] / FLYTE, to flite (to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute)) [v] 

FLYTRAP AFLPRTY trap for catching flies [n -S] 

FLYWAYS AFLSWYY FLYWAY, established air route of migratory birds [n] 

FOALING AFGILNO act of giving birth to horse [n -S] / FOAL, to give birth to horse [v] 

FOAMERS AEFMORS FOAMER, one that foams (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [n] 

FOAMIER AEFIMOR FOAMY, covered with foam [adj] 

FOAMILY AFILMOY in foamy (covered with foam) manner [adv] 

FOAMING AFGIMNO FOAM, to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [v] 

FOBBING BBFGINO FOB, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

FOCALLY ACFLLOY with regard to focus [adv] 

FOCUSED CDEFOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FOCUSER CEFORSU one that focuses (to bring to focus) [n -S] 

FOCUSES CEFOSSU FOCUS, point at which rays converge or from which they diverge [n] / FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FODDERS DDEFORS FODDER, to feed with coarse food [v] 

FOETORS EFOORST FOETOR, fetor (offensive odor) [n] 

FOGBOWS BFGOOSW FOGBOW, nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog [n] 

FOGDOGS DFGGOOS FOGDOG, fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n] 

FOGGAGE AEFGGGO second growth of grass [n -S] 

FOGGERS EFGGORS FOGGER, one that fogs (to cover with fog (condensed water vapor near earth's surface)) [n] 
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FOGGIER EFGGIOR FOGGY, filled with fog [adj] 

FOGGILY FGGILOY FOGGY, filled with fog [adv] 

FOGGING FGGGINO covering with fog [n -S] / FOG, to cover with fog (condensed water vapor near earth's surface) [v] 

FOGHORN FGHNOOR horn sounded in fog [n -S] 

FOGLESS EFGLOSS having no fog [adj] 

FOGYDOM DFGMOOY all fogies [n -S] 

FOGYISH FGHIOSY FOGY, old-fashioned person [adj] 

FOGYISM FGIMOSY old-fashioned behavior [n -S] 

FOIBLES BEFILOS FOIBLE, minor weakness [n] 

FOILING FGIILNO FOIL, to prevent success of [v] 

FOILIST FIILOST one who fences with foil (sword without cutting edges) [n -S] 

FOINING FGIINNO FOIN, to thrust with pointed weapon [v] 

FOISONS FINOOSS FOISON, strength (capacity for exertion or endurance) [n] 

FOISTED DEFIOST FOIST, to force upon slyly [v] 

FOLACIN ACFILNO B vitamin [n -S] 

FOLATES AEFLOST FOLATE, folacin (B vitamin) [n] 

FOLDERS DEFLORS FOLDER, one that folds (to lay one part over another part of) [n] 

FOLDING DFGILNO FOLD, to lay one part over another part of [v] 

FOLDOUT DFLOOTU gatefold (folded insert in book or magazine) [n -S] 

FOLDUPS DFLOPSU FOLDUP, object that folds up [n] 

FOLIAGE AEFGILO growth of leaves of plant [n -S]  

FOLIATE AEFILOT to hammer into thin plates [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FOLIOED DEFILOO FOLIO, to number pages of [v] 

FOLIOSE EFILOOS having leaves (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 

FOLIOUS FILOOSU foliose (having leaves (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants)) [adj] 

FOLIUMS FILMOSU FOLIUM, thin layer [n] 

FOLKIER EFIKLOR FOLKIE, being in style of folk music [adj] / FOLKY [adj] 

FOLKIES EFIKLOS FOLKIE, performer of folk music [n] / FOLKY [n] 

FOLKISH FHIKLOS characteristic of common people [adj] 

FOLKMOT FKLMOOT folkmoot (general assembly of people in early England) [n -S] 

FOLKWAY AFKLOWY traditional custom of people [n -S] 

FOLLIES EFILLOS FOLLY, foolish idea or action [n] 

FOLLOWS FLLOOSW FOLLOW, to come or go after [v] 

FOMENTS EFMNOST FOMENT, to promote development of [v] 

FOMITES EFIMOST FOMITE, inanimate object that serves to transmit infectious organisms [n] 

FONDANT ADFNNOT soft, creamy candy [n -S] 

FONDEST DEFNOST FOND, having affection [adj] 

FONDING DFGINNO FOND, to display affection [v] 

FONDLED DDEFLNO FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

FONDLER DEFLNOR one that fondles (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [n -S] 

FONDLES DEFLNOS FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

FONDUED DDEFNOU FONDUE, to cook in pot of melted cheese [v] 

FONDUES DEFNOSU FONDUE, to cook in pot of melted cheese [v] 

FONTINA AFINNOT Italian cheese [n -S] 

FOODERY DEFOORY restaurant [n -RIES] 

FOODIES DEFIOOS FOODIE, enthusiast of foods and their preparation [n] 
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FOOLERY EFLOORY foolish behavior or speech [n -RIES] 

FOOLING FGILNOO FOOL, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

FOOTAGE AEFGOOT length or quantity expressed in feet [n -S] 

FOOTBAG ABFGOOT small bag filled with pellets that is kept aloft with feet [n -S] 

FOOTBED BDEFOOT insole in boot or shoe [n -S] 

FOOTBOY BFOOOTY serving boy [n -S] 

FOOTERS EFOORST FOOTER, one that walks (to advance on foot) [n] 

FOOTIER EFIOORT FOOTY, paltry (petty (insignificant)) [adj] 

FOOTIES EFIOOST FOOTIE, footsie (flirting game played with feet) [n] 

FOOTING FGINOOT FOOT, to walk (to advance on foot) [v] / foothold (secure support for feet) [n -S] 

FOOTLED DEFLOOT FOOTLE, to waste time [v] 

FOOTLER EFLOORT one that footles (to waste time) [n -S] 

FOOTLES EFLOOST FOOTLE, to waste time [v] 

FOOTMAN AFMNOOT male servant [n -MEN] 

FOOTMEN EFMNOOT FOOTMAN, male servant [n] 

FOOTPAD ADFOOPT one who robs pedestrian [n -S] 

FOOTSIE EFIOOST flirting game played with feet [n -S] 

FOOTWAY AFOOTWY footpath (path for pedestrians) [n -S] 

FOOZLED DEFLOOZ FOOZLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

FOOZLER EFLOORZ one that foozles (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n -S] 

FOOZLES EFLOOSZ FOOZLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

FOPPERY EFOPPRY foppish behavior [n -RIES] 

FOPPING FGINOPP FOP, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

FOPPISH FHIOPPS characteristic of dandy [adj] 

FORAGED ADEFGOR FORAGE, to search about [v] 

FORAGER AEFGORR one that forages (to search about) [n -S] 

FORAGES AEFGORS FORAGE, to search about [v] 

FORAMEN AEFMNOR small anatomical opening [n -S, -MINA] 

FORAYED ADEFORY FORAY, to raid (to make sudden assault on) [v] 

FORAYER AEFORRY one that forays (to raid (to make sudden assault on)) [n -S] 

FORBADE ABDEFOR FORBID, to command not to do something [v] 

FORBARE ABEFORR FORBEAR, to refrain from [v] 

FORBEAR ABEFORR to refrain from [v -BARE, -BORE, -BORNE, -ING, -S] 

FORBIDS BDFIORS FORBID, to command not to do something [v] 

FORBODE BDEFOOR to forebode (to indicate in advance) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

FORBORE BEFOORR FORBEAR, to refrain from [v] 

FORCEPS CEFOPRS instrument for seizing and holding objects [n -CIPES] 

FORCERS CEFORRS FORCER, one that forces (to overcome resistance by exertion of strength) [n] 

FORCING CFGINOR FORCE, to overcome resistance by exertion of strength [v] 

FORDING DFGINOR FORD, to cross by wading [v] 

FORDOES DEFOORS FORDO, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

FORDONE DEFNOOR FORDO, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

FOREARM AEFMORR to arm in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOREBAY ABEFORY reservoir from which water is taken to run equipment [n -S] 

FOREDID DDEFIOR FOREDO, to fordo (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

FOREGUT EFGORTU front part of embryonic alimentary canal [n -S] 
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FOREIGN EFGINOR situated outside place or country [adj] 

FORELEG EEFGLOR one of front legs of animal [n -S] 

FOREMAN AEFMNOR man who supervises workers [n -MEN] 

FOREMEN EEFMNOR FOREMAN, man who supervises workers [n] 

FOREPAW AEFOPRW paw of foreleg [n -S] 

FORERAN AEFNORR FORERUN, to run in advance of [v] 

FORERUN EFNORRU to run in advance of [v -RAN, -NNING, -S] 

FORESAW AEFORSW FORESEE, to see in advance [v] 

FORESEE EEEFORS to see in advance [v -SAW, -SEEN, -ING, -S] 

FORESTS EFORSST FOREST, to convert into forest (densely wooded area) [v] 

FORETOP EFOOPRT platform at head of ship's foremast [n -S] 

FOREVER EEFORRV indefinite length of time [n -S] 

FOREXES EEFORSX FOREX, foreign exchange [n] 

FORFEIT EFFIORT to lose as penalty [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORFEND DEFFNOR to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORGAVE AEFGORV FORGIVE, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v] 

FORGERS EFGORRS FORGER, one that forges (to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes) [n] 

FORGERY EFGORRY act of forging (to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes) [n -RIES] 

FORGETS EFGORST FORGET, to fail to remember [v] 

FORGING FGGINOR FORGE, to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes [v] / forgery (act of forging) [n -S] 

FORGIVE EFGIORV to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v -GAVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

FORGOER EFGOORR one that forgoes (to refrain from) [n -S] 

FORGOES EFGOORS FORGO, to refrain from [v] 

FORGONE EFGNOOR FORGO, to refrain from [v] 

FORINTS FINORST FORINT, monetary unit of Hungary [n] 

FORKERS EFKORRS FORKER, one that forks (to work with fork (pronged implement)) [n] 

FORKFUL FFKLORU as much as fork will hold [n -S, -KSFUL] 

FORKIER EFIKORR FORKY, resembling fork [adj] 

FORKING FGIKNOR FORK, to work with fork (pronged implement) [v] 

FORLORN FLNOORR dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

FORMALS AFLMORS FORMAL, social event that requires evening dress [n] 

FORMANT AFMNORT characteristic component of quality of speech sound [n -S] 

FORMATE AEFMORT chemical salt [n -S] 

FORMATS AFMORST FORMAT, to produce in specified style [v] 

FORMERS EFMORRS FORMER, one that forms (to produce (to bring into existence)) [n] 

FORMFUL FFLMORU exhibiting good form [adj] 

FORMICA ACFIMOR trademark [n -S] 

FORMING FGIMNOR FORM, to produce (to bring into existence) [v] 

FORMOLS FLMOORS FORMOL, formalin (aqueous solution of formaldehyde) [n] 

FORMULA AFLMORU exact method for doing something [n -E, -S] 

FORMYLS FLMORSY FORMYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

FORSAKE AEFKORS to quit or leave entirely [v -SOOK, -N, -KING, -S] 

FORSOOK FKOOORS FORSAKE, to quit or leave entirely [v] 

FORTIES EFIORST FORTY, number [n] 

FORTIFY FFIORTY to strengthen against attack [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

FORTUNE EFNORTU to endow with wealth [v -D, -NING, -S] 
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FORWARD ADFORRW to help onward [v -ED, -ING, -S] / being at point in advance [adj -ER, -EST] 

FORWENT EFNORTW FORGO, to refrain from [v] 

FORWORN FNOORRW worn out [adj] 

FOSSATE AEFOSST FOSSA, catlike mammal [adj] 

FOSSICK CFIKOSS to search for gold [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOSSILS FILOSSS FOSSIL, remains of animal or plant preserved in earth's crust [n] 

FOSTERS EFORSST FOSTER, to promote growth of [v] 

FOUETTE EEFOTTU movement in ballet [n -S] 

FOULARD ADFLORU soft fabric [n -S] 

FOULEST EFLOSTU FOUL, offensive to senses [adj] 

FOULING FGILNOU deposit or crust [n -S] / FOUL, to make foul [v] 

FOUNDED DDEFNOU FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search [v] 

FOUNDER DEFNORU to become disabled [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOUNDRY DFNORUY establishment in which metal is cast [n -RIES] 

FOURGON FGNOORU wagon for carrying baggage [n -S] 

FOURTHS FHORSTU FOURTH, one of four equal parts [n] 

FOVEATE AEEFOTV FOVEA, shallow anatomical depression [adj] 

FOVEOLA AEFLOOV small fovea [n -E, -S] 

FOVEOLE EEFLOOV foveola (small fovea) [n -S] 

FOWLERS EFLORSW FOWLER, one that fowls (to hunt birds) [n] 

FOWLING FGILNOW FOWL, to hunt birds [v] / hunting of birds [n -S] 

FOWLPOX FLOOPWX virus disease of poultry [n -ES] 

FOXFIRE EFFIORX glow produced by certain fungi on decaying wood [n -S] 

FOXFISH FFHIOSX large shark [n -ES] 

FOXHOLE EFHLOOX small pit used for cover in battle area [n -S] 

FOXHUNT FHNOTUX to hunt with hounds for fox [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOXIEST EFIOSTX FOXY, crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj] 

FOXINGS FGINOSX FOXING, piece of material used to cover upper portion of shoe [n] 

FOXLIKE EFIKLOX resembling fox (carnivorous mammal) [adj] 

FOXSKIN FIKNOSX skin of fox [n -S] 

FOXTAIL AFILOTX tail of fox [n -S] 

FOXTROT FOORTTX to dance fox trot (dance for couples) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

FOZIEST EFIOSTZ FOZY, too ripe [adj] 

FRACKED ACDEFKR FRACK, to engage in fracking [v] 

FRACTAL AACFLRT complex geometric curve [n -S] 

FRACTED ACDEFRT broken (shattered) [adj] 

FRACTUR ACFRRTU fraktur (style of type) [n -S] 

FRACTUS ACFRSTU ragged cloud [n -TI] 

FRAENUM AEFMNRU frenum (connecting fold of membrane) [n -NA, -S] 

FRAGGED ADEFGGR FRAG, to injure with type of grenade [v] 

FRAGILE AEFGILR easily broken or damaged [adj] 

FRAILER AEFILRR FRAIL, fragile (easily broken or damaged) [adj] 

FRAILLY AFILLRY FRAIL, fragile (easily broken or damaged) [adv] 

FRAILTY AFILRTY weakness of character [n -TIES] 

FRAISES AEFIRSS FRAISE, barrier of pointed stakes [n] 

FRAKTUR AFKRRTU style of type [n -S] 
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FRAMERS AEFMRRS FRAMER, one that frames (to construct by putting together various parts) [n] 

FRAMING AFGIMNR FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts [v] / framework [n -S] 

FRANCOS ACFNORS FRANCO, franc in Equatorial Guinea [n] 

FRANKED ADEFKNR FRANK, to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery [v] 

FRANKER AEFKNRR FRANK, honest and unreserved in speech [adj] / one that franks (to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery) [n -S] 

FRANKLY AFKLNRY in frank (honest and unreserved in speech) manner [adv] 

FRANKUM AFKMNRU hardened resin of spruce tree [n -S] 

FRANTIC ACFINRT wildly excited [adj] 

FRAPPED ADEFPPR FRAP, to bind firmly [v] 

FRAPPES AEFPPRS FRAPPE, partly frozen drink [n] 

FRASSES AEFRSSS FRASS, debris made by insects [n] 

FRATERS AEFRRST FRATER, comrade (close friend) [n] 

FRAUGHT AFGHRTU to load down [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRAYING AFGINRY FRAY, to wear off by rubbing [v] / something worn off by rubbing [n -S] 

FRAZILS AFILRSZ FRAZIL, tiny ice crystals formed in supercooled waters [n] 

FRAZZLE AEFLRZZ to fray (to wear off by rubbing) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FREAKED ADEEFKR FREAK, to streak with color [v] 

FRECKLE CEEFKLR to mark with freckles (small, brownish spots) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FRECKLY CEFKLRY marked with freckles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

FREEBEE BEEEEFR freebie (something given or received without charge) [n -S] 

FREEBIE BEEEFIR something given or received without charge [n -S] 

FREEDOM DEEFMOR state of being free (not subject to restriction or control) [n -S] 

FREEGAN AEEFGNR activist who scavenges for free food to reduce consumption of resources [n -S] 

FREEING EEFGINR FREE, to make free [v] 

FREEMAN AEEFMNR one who is free [n -MEN] 

FREEMEN EEEFMNR FREEMAN, one who is free [n] 

FREESIA AEEFIRS African herb [n -S] 

FREEWAY AEEFRWY express highway [n -S] 

FREEZER EEEFRRZ apparatus for freezing food [n -S] 

FREEZES EEEFRSZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat [v] 

FREIGHT EFGHIRT to load with goods for transportation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRENEMY EEFMNRY one who pretends to be friend but is actually enemy [n -MIES] 

FRENULA AEFLNRU FRENULUM, frenum (connecting fold of membrane) [n] 

FRENUMS EFMNRSU FRENUM, connecting fold of membrane [n] 

FRESCOS CEFORSS FRESCO, to paint on surface of plaster [v] 

FRESHED DEEFHRS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v] 

FRESHEN EEFHNRS to make or become fresh [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRESHER EEFHRRS FRESH, new (existing only short time) [adj] / freshman (first-year student at high school, university, or college) [n -S] 

FRESHES EEFHRSS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v] 

FRESHET EEFHRST sudden overflow of stream [n -S] 

FRESHLY EFHLRSY in fresh (new (existing only short time)) manner [adv] 

FRESNEL EEFLNRS type of lens used in lights [n -S] 

FRETFUL EFFLRTU inclined to fret [adj] 

FRETSAW AEFRSTW narrow-bladed saw [n -S] 

FRETTED DEEFRTT FRET, to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [v] 

FRETTER EEFRRTT one that frets (to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something)) [n -S] 
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FRIABLE ABEFILR easily crumbled [adj] 

FRIARLY AFILRRY FRIAR, member of religious order [adj] 

FRIBBLE BBEFILR to act foolishly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FRICOTS CFIORST FRICOT, stew with potatoes and meat or fish [n] 

FRIDGES DEFGIRS FRIDGE, refrigerator [n] 

FRIENDS DEFINRS FRIEND, to enter into warm association with [v] 

FRIEZES EEFIRSZ FRIEZE, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

FRIGATE AEFGIRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

FRIGGED DEFGGIR FRIG, to cheat or trick [v] 

FRIGHTS FGHIRST FRIGHT, to frighten (to make afraid) [v] 

FRIJOLE EFIJLOR frijol (bean used as food) [n -S] 

FRILLED DEFILLR FRILL, to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge) [v] 

FRILLER EFILLRR one that frills (to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge)) [n -S] 

FRINGED DEFGINR FRINGE, to provide with fringe (ornamental border) [v] 

FRINGES EFGINRS FRINGE, to provide with fringe (ornamental border) [v] 

FRISBEE BEEFIRS trademark [n -S] 

FRISEES EEFIRSS FRISEE, curly leaves of endive [n] 

FRISEUR EFIRRSU hairdresser [n -S] 

FRISKED DEFIKRS FRISK, to move or leap about playfully [v] 

FRISKER EFIKRRS one that frisks (to move or leap about playfully) [n -S] 

FRISKET EFIKRST frame used to protect paper in printing press [n -S] 

FRISSON FINORSS shudder [n -S] 

FRITTED DEFIRTT FRIT, to fuse into vitreous substance [v] / FRITT [v] 

FRITTER EFIRRTT to squander little by little [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRITZES EFIRSTZ FRITZ, nonfunctioning state [n] 

FRIVOLS FILORSV FRIVOL, to behave playfully [v] 

FRIZERS EFIRRSZ FRIZER, frizzer (one that frizzes (to form into small, tight curls)) [n] 

FRIZING FGIINRZ FRIZ, to frizz (to form into small, tight curls) [v] 

FRIZZED DEFIRZZ FRIZZ, to form into small, tight curls [v] 

FRIZZER EFIRRZZ one that frizzes (to form into small, tight curls) [n -S] 

FRIZZES EFIRSZZ FRIZZ, to form into small, tight curls [v] 

FRIZZLE EFILRZZ to frizz (to form into small, tight curls) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FRIZZLY FILRYZZ frizzy (tightly curled) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

FROCKED CDEFKOR FROCK, to clothe in long, loose outer garment [v] 

FROGEYE EEFGORY plant disease [n -S] 

FROGGED DEFGGOR FROG, to hunt frogs (web-footed, tailless amphibians) [v] 

FROGLET EFGLORT young frog [n -S] 

FROGMAN AFGMNOR person equipped for extended periods of underwater swimming [n -MEN] 

FROGMEN EFGMNOR FROGMAN, person equipped for extended periods of underwater swimming [n] 

FROLICS CFILORS FROLIC, to play and run about merrily [v] 

FROMAGE AEFGMOR cheese [n -S] 

FRONDED DDEFNOR FROND, type of leaf (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 

FRONTAL AFLNORT bone of skull [n -S] 

FRONTED DEFNORT FRONT, to provide with front (forward part) [v] 

FRONTER EFNORRT FRONT, pertaining to or situated at forward part of surface [adj] 

FRONTES EFNORST FRONS, upper anterior portion of insect's head [n] 
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FRONTON FNNOORT jai* alai* arena [n -S] 

FROSHES EFHORSS FROSH, freshman (first-year student at high school, university, or college) [n] 

FROSTED DEFORST FROST, to cover with frost (deposit of minute ice crystals) [v] / type of milk shake [n -S] 

FROTHED DEFHORT FROTH, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

FROTHER EFHORRT one that froths (to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass))) [n -S] 

FROUNCE CEFNORU to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FROWARD ADFORRW disobedient [adj] 

FROWNED DEFNORW FROWN, to contract brow in displeasure [v] 

FROWNER EFNORRW one that frowns (to contract brow in displeasure) [n -S] 

FROWSTS FORSSTW FROWST, to lounge in stuffy room [v] 

FROWSTY FORSTWY musty (having stale odor) [adj TIER, -TIEST] 

FRUGGED DEFGGRU FRUG, to perform type of vigorous dance [v] 

FRUITED DEFIRTU FRUIT, to bear fruit (usually edible reproductive bodies of seed plant) [v] 

FRUITER EFIRRTU one that grows or sells fruit [n -S] 

FRUSTUM FMRSTUU part of conical solid [n -TA, -S] 

FRYABLE ABEFLRY FRY, to cook over direct heat in hot fat or oil [adj] 

FRYPANS AFNPRSY FRYPAN, pan for frying food [n] 

FUBBING BBFGINU FUB, to fob (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

FUBSIER BEFIRSU FUBSY, chubby and somewhat squat [adj] 

FUCHSIA ACFHISU flowering shrub [n -S] 

FUCHSIN CFHINSU red dye [n -S] 

FUCKERS CEFKRSU FUCKER, offensive word [n] 

FUCKING CFGIKNU FUCK, offensive word [v] 

FUCKOFF CFFFKOU offensive word [n -S] 

FUCKUPS CFKPSUU FUCKUP, offensive word [n] 

FUCKWIT CFIKTUW offensive word [n -S] 

FUCOIDS CDFIOSU FUCOID, brown seaweed [n] 

FUCOSES CEFOSSU FUCOSE, type of sugar [n] 

FUCUSES CEFSSUU FUCUS, any of genus of brown algae [n] 

FUDDIES DDEFISU FUDDY, fussy person [n] 

FUDDLED DDDEFLU FUDDLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

FUDDLES DDEFLSU FUDDLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

FUDGIER DEFGIRU FUDGY, resembling fudge (soft, sweet candy) [adj] 

FUDGING DFGGINU FUDGE, to falsify (to represent falsely) [v] 

FUEHRER EEFHRRU fuhrer (leader (one that leads or guides)) [n -S] 

FUELERS EEFLRSU FUELER, one that fuels (to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy)) [n] 

FUELING EFGILNU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy) [v] 

FUELLED DEEFLLU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy) [v] 

FUELLER EEFLLRU fueler (one that fuels (to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy))) [n -S] 

FUGALLY AFGLLUY FUGAL, being in style of fugue [adv] 

FUGATOS AFGOSTU FUGATO, fugal composition [n] 

FUGGIER EFGGIRU FUGGY, stuffy and odorous [adj] 

FUGGILY FGGILUY FUGGY, stuffy and odorous [adv] 

FUGGING FGGGINU FUG, to make stuffy and odorous [v] 

FUGLIER EFGILRU FUGLY, very ugly [adj] 

FUGLING FGGILNU FUGLE, to lead by setting example [v] 
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FUGUING FGGINUU FUGUE, to compose fugue (type of musical composition) [v] 

FUGUIST FGISTUU one who composes fugues [n -S] 

FUHRERS EFHRRSU FUHRER, leader (one that leads or guides) [n] 

FULCRUM CFLMRUU support for lever [n -RA, -S] 

FULFILL FFILLLU to bring about accomplishment of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FULFILS FFILLSU FULFIL, to fulfill (to bring about accomplishment of) [v] 

FULGENT EFGLNTU shining brightly [adj] 

FULHAMS AFHLMSU FULHAM, loaded die [n] 

FULLAMS AFLLMSU FULLAM, fulham (loaded die) [n] 

FULLERS EFLLRSU FULLER, to groove with type of hammer [v] 

FULLERY EFLLRUY place for fulling cloth [n -RIES] 

FULLEST EFLLSTU FULL, filled completely [adj] 

FULLING FGILLNU FULL, to shrink and thicken, as cloth [v] 

FULMARS AFLMRSU FULMAR, arctic seabird [n] 

FULMINE EFILMNU to explode loudly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

FULNESS EFLNSSU fullness (state of being full (filled completely)) [n -ES] 

FULSOME EFLMOSU repulsive [adj] 

FULVOUS FLOSUUV of brownish yellow color [adj] 

FUMARIC ACFIMRU pertaining to certain acid [adj] 

FUMBLED BDEFLMU FUMBLE, to handle clumsily [v] 

FUMBLER BEFLMRU one that fumbles (to handle clumsily) [n -S] 

FUMBLES BEFLMSU FUMBLE, to handle clumsily [v] 

FUMETTE EEFMTTU fumet (odor of meat while cooking) [n -S] 

FUMIEST EFIMSTU FUMY, producing or full of fumes [adj] 

FUMULUS FLMSUUU thin cloud [n -LI] 

FUNCTOR CFNORTU one that functions (to be in action) [n -S] 

FUNDERS DEFNRSU FUNDER, provider of money [n] 

FUNDING DFGINNU FUND, to provide money for [v] / money provided for particular purpose [n -S] 

FUNERAL AEFLNRU ceremony held for dead person [n -S] 

FUNFAIR AFFINRU amusement park [n -S] 

FUNFEST EFFNSTU party for fun [n -S] 

FUNGALS AFGLNSU FUNGAL, fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n] 

FUNGOES EFGNOSU FUNGO, fly ball hit to fielder for practice in baseball [n] 

FUNGOID DFGINOU growth resembling fungus [n -S] 

FUNGOUS FGNOSUU pertaining to fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [adj] 

FUNICLE CEFILNU cordlike anatomical structure [n -S] 

FUNKERS EFKNRSU FUNKER, one that funks (to shrink back in fear) [n] 

FUNKIAS AFIKNSU FUNKIA, flowering plant [n] 

FUNKIER EFIKNRU FUNKY, having offensive odor [adj] 

FUNKILY FIKLNUY FUNKY, having offensive odor [adv] 

FUNKING FGIKNNU FUNK, to shrink back in fear [v] 

FUNNELS EFLNNSU FUNNEL, to pass through funnel (cone-shaped utensil) [v] 

FUNNEST EFNNSTU FUN, providing enjoyment [adj] 

FUNNIER EFINNRU FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj] 

FUNNIES EFINNSU FUNNY, comic strip [n] 

FUNNILY FILNNUY FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adv] 
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FUNNING FGINNNU FUN, to act playfully [v] 

FUNPLEX EFLNPUX building with facilities for sports and games [n -ES] 

FUNSTER EFNRSTU one that makes fun; comedian [n -S] 

FURANES AEFNRSU FURANE, furan (flammable liquid) [n] 

FURBALL ABFLLRU ball of fur regurgitated by cat [n -S] 

FURBISH BFHIRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FURCATE ACEFRTU to divide into branches [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FURCULA ACFLRUU FURCULUM, furcula [n] / forked bone [n -E] 

FURIOSO FIOORSU with great force -- used as musical direction [adv] 

FURIOUS FIORSUU extremely angry [adj] 

FURLERS EFLRRSU FURLER, one that furls (to roll up) [n] 

FURLESS EFLRSSU having no fur [adj] 

FURLING FGILNRU FURL, to roll up [v] 

FURLONG FGLNORU unit of distance [n -S] 

FURMETY EFMRTUY frumenty (dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar) [n -TIES] 

FURMITY FIMRTUY frumenty (dish of wheat boiled in milk and sweetened with sugar) [n -TIES] 

FURNACE ACEFNRU to subject to heat [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FURNISH FHINRSU to equip (to provide with whatever is needed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

FURORES EFORRSU FURORE, furor (uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion)) [n] 

FURRIER EFIRRRU FURRY, covered with fur [adj] / one that deals in furs [n -S] 

FURRIES EFIRRSU FURRY, creature covered in fur [n] 

FURRILY FILRRUY in furry (covered with fur) manner [adv] 

FURRING FGINRRU FUR, to cover with fur (dressed animal pelt) [v] / trimming or lining of fur [n -S] 

FURROWS FORRSUW FURROW, to make furrows (narrow depressions) in [v] 

FURROWY FORRUWY marked by furrows [adj] 

FURTHER EFHRRTU FAR, at or to great distance [adv] / to help forward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FURTIVE EFIRTUV stealthy (intended to escape observation) [adj] 

FURZIER EFIRRUZ FURZY, abounding in furze [adj] 

FUSAINS AFINSSU FUSAIN, fine charcoal used in drawing [n] 

FUSARIA AAFIRSU FUSARIUM, disease-causing fungus [n] 

FUSCOUS CFOSSUU of dusky color [adj] 

FUSIBLE BEFILSU capable of being melted [adj] 

FUSIBLY BFILSUY FUSIBLE, capable of being melted [adv] 

FUSILLI FIILLSU spiral-shaped pasta [n -S] 

FUSIONS FINOSSU FUSION, act of melting together [n] 

FUSSERS EFRSSSU FUSSER, one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details) [n] 

FUSSIER EFIRSSU FUSSY, overly concerned with small details [adj] 

FUSSILY FILSSUY FUSSY, overly concerned with small details [adv] 

FUSSING FGINSSU FUSS, to be overly concerned with small details [v] 

FUSSPOT FOPSSTU fusser (one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details)) [n -S] 

FUSTIAN AFINSTU cotton fabric [n -S] 

FUSTICS CFISSTU FUSTIC, tropical tree [n] 

FUSTIER EFIRSTU FUSTY, musty (having stale odor) [adj] 

FUSTILY FILSTUY FUSTY, musty (having stale odor) [adv] 

FUSUMAS AFMSSUU FUSUMA, sliding partition in Japanese house [n] 

FUTHARC ACFHRTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 
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FUTHARK AFHKRTU ancient alphabet [n -S] 

FUTHORC CFHORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

FUTHORK FHKORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

FUTSALS AFLSSTU FUTSAL, indoor game based on soccer [n] 

FUTTOCK CFKOTTU curved timber in frame of wooden ship [n -S] 

FUTURAL AFLRTUU FUTURE, time yet to come [adj] 

FUTURES EFRSTUU FUTURE, time yet to come [n] 

FUTZING FGINTUZ FUTZ, to spend time aimlessly [v] 

FUZZIER EFIRUZZ FUZZY, blurry (unclear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

FUZZILY FILUYZZ FUZZY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adv] 

FUZZING FGINUZZ FUZZ, to become fuzzy [v] 

FYLFOTS FFLOSTY FYLFOT, swastika (geometrical figure used as symbol or ornament) [n] 
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